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SUCCESS STORIES
The past year’s influx of Syrian Refugees
to British Columbia presented many
challenges and successes. In this issue
of the RRH Newsletter, we are featuring
success stories from settlement service
provider agencies in BC. Some of these
were written by the refugee clients
themselves and some were written by
front-line settlement workers supporting
clients on a daily basis. We wanted to
highlight the amazing work being done
around the province by settlement
workers and the successes that former
refugees have had in the short time they
have been living in Canada.
One of the main questions that we asked
former refugee clients for this newsletter
was “what is your idea of success”?
Success means different things to
different people. A lot of former refugees
mentioned that having a sense of peace
and security, finding a permanent home
where they feel settled, learning English,
having their children attend school on a
regular basis are all part of their definition
of “success” in a new country. Many of the
stories featured in this newsletter discuss
the meaning of success for these families.
In looking back at the last year, the
Government of Canada’s response to

LOOKING AHEAD
the Syrian refugee crisis set an example not
only for Canadians, but many around the
world. It’s also important to highlight the
dedication of the settlement sector in service
provision to former refugees from Syria.
From LINC instructors, settlement workers,
RAP counselors, volunteer coordinators,
community connections workers and the
many other settlement agency workers that
responded to the need, this has truly been
a provincial effort to make all newcomer
refugees feel welcomed, settled and
integrated in our communities.

SYRIAN REFUGEES
WELCOMED IN CANADA
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Source: Government of Canada cic.gc.ca/english/refugees/welcome/milestones.asp

BC Refugee Readiness Fund is
part of the WelcomeBC umbrella of services, made possible through
funding from the Province of British Columbia
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WASIM AND ALAA: KAMLOOPS
Wasim and Alaa came to Kamloops from
Egypt with their 4 children on April 28th
2016. They are Government Assisted
Refugees. The children are aged 6 (Kamal),
4 (Karm), 2 (Kareem) and 1 (Noor).
Back home in the city of Saidaa,
Governorate of Dara’a in Syria, Wasim
owned a successful clothing company.
When the conflict started in Syria, Alaa was
pregnant with her second child; Karam
who was born on April 2012. The family
was not able to drive to the hospital due
to the threats of bombs. After a difficult
labour Karm was born with oxygen
deprivation and was not seen by a doctor
until 8 days after birth. The long term
consequences of his birth have been a
delay in learning, speech, and fine & gross
motor skills.
In 2013 the family was able to leave Syria
and relocated to Egypt as refugees, where
their youngest children Kareen and Nour
were born. The family had to leave all
possessions behind and lived modestly
with Wasim’s parents waiting for the
conflict to end and go back to their lives.
Sadly, the family’s hopes to return home
were dashed as the violence intensified
and spread in Syria. The family remained in
Egypt where Kareen and Nour developed
health problems as a result of poor
nutrition.
In 2016, both Wasim and his parents took
the opportunity to immigrate to Canada
as Government Assisted Refugees. His
parents arrived in March 2016, and Wasim

and Alaa followed with their children,
arriving the following month in April 2016.
The Resettlement Assistance Program (RAP)
team from Kamloops Immigrant Services
(KIS) received and took care of both families’
settlement needs.

and loves school. Kamal has never been
in swimming classes before coming to
Canada. Through the KIS children summer
program he now attends swimming
lessons every week with the family. The
RAP team from KIS was able to register
the family in the Affordable Recreation for
Community Health (ARCH) program. ARCH

Since their arrival, the family has been
attending LINC classes, while the children
attend the childminding
program. Wasim was able to In partnership with WorkBC, the RAP
get his driver’s licence and
team at KIS is helping Wasim to receive
purchase a car. Alaa is very
assistance in finding employment and in
excited to learn to drive for
the first time. In partnership
realizing his goal of developing a business.
with WorkBC, the RAP team
at KIS is helping Wasim to
is a subsidy program that provides an
receive assistance in finding employment and
opportunity for Kamloops residents with
in realizing his goal of developing a business.
a limited income to participate in a variety
The family recently renewed their housing
of recreational activities.
lease and as their income increases they
hope to be able to buy their own house in the
future.
The RAP team has been working closely
with the staff at Children’s Therapy & Family
Resource Centre to make sure that the
children are receiving adequate supports
and services for their health needs. Karm
and Kareen are receiving physiotherapy and
speech therapy. Nour is being monitored
by Infant Development. Their health has
improved dramatically. Karm will start
kindergarten in September and Kareen
& Nour will continue to attend Kamloops
Immigrant Services childminding program
while their parents attend language classes.
Kamal, the oldest child, is attending grade 1

Wasim and Alaa still have family in Syria
and Egypt and can’t help to feel sad and
guilty at times. At the same time, they
are grateful and happy to be in Canada.
In such a short time they have been able
to establish themselves in the community
and build friendships. In order to show his
gratitude to Canada’s hospitality, Wasim
is currently looking for volunteering
opportunities that allow him to give back
to his community in any way he can.
Written by: Liza Ferris from Kamloops
Immigrant Services (KIS)
Submitted by: Thompson-Okanagan RRT
led by Kelowna Community Resources
(KCR)

EMAN: VANCOUVER
2009 was the year I called Canada my
home. I left my home country, Iraq due
to my family home being bombed. In
the following months after moving to
a neighbour’s house my family started
getting death threats. Having lost
everything, my family and I had no other
option but to leave the country. After
gaining asylum in Jordan for a year and
a half, my family and I immigrated to
Canada. We have been in Canada for 7
years and live in Vancouver, BC. Currently, I
attend classes at Langara College, working
part-time and volunteering at the ISSofBC,
SFU, and Vancouver Police Department
(VPD). Being involved in my community
has helped me a great deal. From joining
various programs and clubs I have gained
a lot of knowledge and confidence.

“

Through my involvement in
Although there are challenges knowing
the community I have also
that I have people who can support me and
made great relationships that
have helped me grow as a
are willing to help me makes me happy.
person. The organizations and
moving onward with life despite the
programs that have helped
challenges that I have faced and still facing.
me the most are ISSofBC – National Youth
Leadership Project, Engaged Immigrant Youth Although there are challenges
Program, Vancouver School Board (VSB), and knowing that I have people
who can support me and
Vancouver Police Department (VPD).
are willing to help me
What does success in Canada mean to you?
makes me happy.
In Canada, success means taking all the

”

opportunities that are available for each
individual.

What does happiness mean for you as a
newcomer to Canada?
As a newcomer happiness is being in a safe
place with my loved ones. Happiness means

Written by: Eman
(ISSofBC Youth client)
Submitted by:
Immigrant Services
Society of BC
(ISSofBC)
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ALI: LANGLEY
Before coming to Canada, Ali and his
family were in the first country of asylum
in Lebanon for 5 years. Ali and his family
have been in Canada for one year and
live in Langley, British Columbia. The
organization and program that helped
them the most in their settlement
and integration in Canada has been
the Settlement Program at Langley
Community Service Society.
The following questions were posed to
Ali about his settlement process and his
hopes for the future:
Was there a support worker (youth
worker, settlement worker, LINC
instructor) that helped you
the most while settling in
your new city?

Honestly, all the staff at LCSS were helpful,
like the manager Mary Tanielian, and the
Arabic Worker Eva, they helped me a lot.
And who helped me the most is, Sabirin
Alshammari, the Arabic Settlement & Health
Worker in LCSS, I really appreciate all that
she has done for me, for
my family, and for all the
I’m happy to
refugee families.

“

be in Canada, I’m happy that I
have a job, but my happiness is not completed…
because I left part of my family behind.”

Have other members of
the community helped
you feel welcomed in
your community/city/
region?
Yes, a volunteer – her name is Jan. She
helps us all the time since we’ve arrived. I
appreciate her, and I feel blessed to
have a great friend like her.

Are you currently attending
school? Working? Volunteering?
Part of any programs/services?
I work in a full-time position,
and I attend school part-time
in the evenings.

Ali, his wife Montaha, his two sons Hazim &
Wisam, and his daughter Mona

completed, my sadness is more than my
happiness, because I left part of my family
behind, it feels more like I left my heart
there, with my brothers. I need them to be
here in Canada, so I know what happiness
means.

What does happiness
mean for you as a
newcomer to Canada?
I’m happy to be in
Canada, I’m happy
that I have a job, but
my happiness is not

Where do you see yourself in one year
from now?
I see myself with my brothers coming to
Canada and that will make me so happy.
Any final words or comments that you
would like to leave us with?
I just want to mention, as Muslims, we
used to name our Children after our
Prophets names, or after our great
leader’s names. Today the Muslims start
naming their children after Justin Trudeau
– he is the great leader, and he deserves
to be the greatest.
Submitted by:
Langley Community Services Society
(LCSS)

KHALID: SURREY
Khalid needed help with obtaining a BC
Driver’s Licence after his application was
denied by ICBC because he did not have
his original Syrian driver’s licence. An
ICBC representative told him that he was
eligible for Class 7. He was told he had to
wait one more year before taking the test
again.
Khalid has ten children, four of them are
high school aged, five go to elementary
school and two little ones are 3 years old
and 9 months old. The children in the
elementary school walk daily 15 minutes
under the rain and on icy sidewalks to
reach their school. The family also needed
monthly bus passes for the high school
student, which can be very expensive
for 4 kids. The parents were suffering
from depression due to lack of social and
community participation and could not

afford to take the whole family on public
transit.
Waiting for another year to be able to do
the road test was adding to his stressful
situation; in addition he has 25 years of
driving experience in Syria and Lebanon.
I called ICBC head office (Customer
Relations) in Vancouver and helped him to
write a letter to appeal the decision. Two
weeks later Khalid received a letter from
ICBC indicating that they made an exception
to his situation and he was able to do the
road test earlier. On January 13th of this year,
he obtained his class N driver’s licence. He
bought a Mini Van and he is able to drive his
children to school, doctor appointments,
shopping etc. He and his entire family are
very content and happy that he now has
his driver’s licence. Finally, they all can
get out of the house, go shopping, go to

Finally, they all can get out of
the house, go shopping, see
their appointments and enjoy
the outdoors in Surrey and
surrounding area. They are very
grateful and this has given them
a sense of independence.
appointments and enjoy the outdoors in
Surrey and surrounding area. They are
very grateful and this has given them a
sense of independence.
Written by: Tamam Hasan,
Arabic Settlement Counsellor
Submitted by: Progressive Intercultural
Community Services (PICS)
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ROSE & SARA: PRINCE GEORGE
Our journey to Canada was a long one
and it was not an easy one. We left Syria
and went to Lebanon and stayed there
for almost four years. We were waiting
for a good and safe place to be settled
in and praise God for the open door to
Canada. We have been in Canada for a
year and two months. We came to Prince
George on the 8th of January, 2016. As a
family we will never forget this date. We
are still keeping the airplane tickets from
our trip from Lebanon, Jordan, Toronto,
Vancouver and then to Prince George.
We arrived to Prince George at 1:30 am
and we were overwhelmed because of
the wonderful welcoming of the amazing
people of Westwood Church, the City
Prince George represented by Mayor
Lynn Hall and also many wonderful
people from the community.

where we can be settled in and to serve
Him by helping and supporting people
with Love. Also success to me is to see my
children fulfilling their purpose in life in
a successful way. I wish also to be more
effective and helpful not just in the Syrian
community but also in the Canadian one
that we are living in. It is a way to show
gratefulness and to say thank you to our
new community.

Canada to continue loving this wonderful
country and to love one another because
this is the best way to build and protect a
community. Love never fails.
Written by: Rose
Submitted by: Immigrant Multicultural
Services Society (IMSS)
(continued on next page)

Frankly, happiness is a big word to me; It
is not something
that I am feeling
I wish also to be more effective and helpful not just
right now. I think
I feel grateful and
in the Syrian community but also in the Canadian one
thankful more
that we are living in. It is a way to show gratefulness
than happy. I can’t
and to say thank you to our new community.
feel happy and

“

”

We came to Prince George and our
sponsors at Westwood Church prepared
everything for us. They provided a
nice furnished place and they even
put middle eastern food in the kitchen
– so thoughtful. Also Premier Christy
Clark, Minister Shirley Bond and all the
MLA in the city helped us and all the
Syrians to feel welcome. The Immigrant
Multicultural Services Society (IMSS)
welcomed us and provided for us English
classes and settlement services. I don’t
want to forget UNBC, YMCA, Christian
Cedars school, Cougars hockey team,
the Sikh Temple in Spruceland, doctors
and many nice people from churches
and from the lovely community in Prince
George. They all supported us in different
ways.
So now we are still living in Prince
George and enjoying being part of the
community. Both my husband and I are
working full time.
I am working at Immigrant Multicultural
Services Society (IMSS) as a LINC
Settlement Assistant and as a Syrian
Refugee Assistant. My family and I have
the privilege to help and support other
Syrian refugees in Prince George and
provide them support like family would.
We also do a lot of volunteering and it is
our pleasure to do it because it is always
so good to bring happiness to people’s
life.
Success to me is to achieve what we plan
for our future and this is happening now
in our life. When we were in Lebanon,
we asked God to take us to a good place

missing my son is aching me so much and my
beloved country, family and friends are still
suffering back home. I always describe it as
if you have a very expensive and precious
puzzle hanging on your wall but it is still
missing a piece in the middle of it. You can’t
enjoy it It looks nice but still missing an
important piece. I will not throw it away. I
will keep it aside till I find that piece, then I
can enjoy it and feel happy about it.
Finally, I want to thank God who brought
us to this wonderful country. I want to
thank our Prime Minister Justin Trudeau for
opening the door to us and to many Syrians,
giving them the opportunity to live and
settle in Canada. Thanks too to the Canadian
people for sharing their country with us and
for loving and supporting the Syrians.

(Top) Rose and her family arriving at the
Prince George Airport in January 2016.
(Bottom) Rose and her family and members
of the Prince George community welcoming
them.

I also would like to encourage people in
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ROSE & SARA

AIR CANADA

(CONTINUED)

Hello, my name is Sara. I was living in
Lebanon for 4 years before coming to
Canada. I’ve been in Canada for a year and
the city we settled in is Prince George, BC.

help.” I felt so much love and acceptance in
that moment. Now we’re good friends.

“We feel like we are reborn”

At the moment, I’m taking 2 courses at
UNBC. I worked as a Translator for a lot of
Syrians since I came to Canada, mainly in
Prince George and in Manitoba. Currently,
I volunteer as a translator for other Syrian
families in Manitoba, Prince George, Terrace
and other cities in BC.

In December 2016, this Syrian family
arrived in Quebec City. Upon their
settlement, they were informed that
their extended family that they had not
seen in 35 years were actually living in
Victoria, BC. They wanted to reunite
with their extended family but needed
help to travel across the country.
Through the settlement efforts of
Fayrouz Mohammed, one of VIRCS’
settlement workers, and the Executive
Director David Lau here at VIRCS and a
partnership with Air Canada, the family
was able to reunite with their family in
British Columbia.

The community of Prince George
has been amazing. Starting from the
beginning with many people welcoming
us at the airport at 2:00 am and till today
this continues. We’ve sensed a lot of
love, respect and acceptance,
(which were top 3 on the list of
…coming to Canada, there are lots of
so many fears coming to a new,
far country). Through the smiles
choices and the feeling of being settled
in the streets, so many acts of
kindness by so many people, a
and secure is coming back to my life.
room ready for me, a cupboard
And I’m learning again how to dream.
full of Middle Eastern food (our
sponsorship group spent lots of
time researching to find what we
Success for me in Canada is to finish my
like and prepare it for us) and lots and
degree that I started in Syria. What would
lots of beautiful real stories of love. Most
make me so happy, first to hear that Syria
of the help we received was from the
is doing well again and that peace, love and
community and the people in the church
joy are overcoming the war, hate and fear in
that sponsored us (Westwood Church).
the hearts of Syrian people, and the second

“

”

Two of these stories that I’ll never forget,
actually I’ll never forget all of them, but
these are stuck in my heart:

thing is to find a place where I can work with
refugees as I used to do in Lebanon and offer
some help and encouragement for them.

On our second day we went to SaveOn-Foods to buy groceries and right
when we needed to pay we found out
that the manager was helping putting
our groceries in the shopping bags;
He recognized us from the pictures on
the newspaper that day and said “Oh!
Welcome Home! This is on me”. This
made us feel so welcomed in our new
community.

As a refugee for the last 4 years I lived in a
place where choices barely existed, changes
and decisions were made every minute. So I
couldn’t think of the future, it was too scary
for me. But coming to Canada, there are lots
of choices and the feeling of being settled
and secure is coming back to my life. And I’m
learning again how to dream. I hope that my
life in Canada leads to the road of success
and happiness. I’m so thankful for Canada
and the people here.

I was at the University struggling with
completing some papers. The girl sitting
next to me was listening. After I finished
she approached me and said “Hey, my
name is Racheal and I just wanted to say
that if you need anything I would love to

“Air Canada was honoured to sponsor
this family’s journey across Canada,
reuniting them in time for the new year.
And they inspired us.”
– Air Canada (via Facebook Page)
“We feel like we are reborn. Thank you
to the Canadian people”
– Mother of the family featured in the
video
Air Canada created a video about this
special story: facebook.com/aircanada/
videos/1335225499858675
Submitted by: Victoria Immigrant and
Refugee Centre Society (VIRCS)

Written by: Sara
Submitted by: Immigrant Multicultural
Services Society (IMSS)

RCABC INTRODUCTION TO METAL ROOFING PROGRAM
Through a partnership with Parker
Johnston Industries, VIRCS, and the
Province of BC (Jobs, Tourism, and Skills
Training), RCABC piloted an Intro to Metal
Roofing program translated into Arabic
(Interpreters courtesy of VIRCS and British
Columbia Construction Association). What
an exciting way to recruit new labourers
to the industry and create the potential for
more apprentices.

This exciting cross-cultural
experience came together
very quickly at the end
of the year and we are
evaluating additional
programs in the new year.
Submitted by: Victoria
Immigrant and Refugee
Centre Society (VIRCS)
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LEGEND: GAR = GOVERNMENT ASSISTED REFUGEE BVOR= BLENDED VISA OFFICE-REFERRED REFUGEE PSR= PRIVATELY SPONSORED REFUGEE

BC SYRIAN REFUGEE SETTLEMENT SERVICES
PROVISION BY IMMIGRATION CATEGORY

TOP 5 DESTINATIONSBY MUNICIPALITY (GAR)*
Oct—Dec 2016
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ARRIVALS (GAR)*
Jan—Dec 2016
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Source: Government of Canada cic.gc.ca/opendata-donneesouvertes/data/IRCC_Syria_0010_E.xls

Outside Metro Van

TOP 5 SOURCE COUNTRIES (GAR)*
Of the

2485

GAR arrivals,
this included
family units
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Metro Van
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25% of the yearly total arrived from Oct–Dec 2016
AGE BREAKDOWN (GAR)*
Jan—Dec 2016
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16%
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Total
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0

0
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Total Total
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Under 6
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19-64 years
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Under 6

100

65 & above

2485

GAR Arrivals
Jan-Dec 2016
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*These numbers represent only those arriving Jan 1 - Dec 31, 2016. Unless otherwise stated, all statistics are from ISSofBC GAR Bulletin - 2016 Calendar Year issbc.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/GAR-Bulletin-Jan2017.pdf
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